BRIDGE School Partnerships Program connects teachers, students and school communities with their counterparts across Asia.

Through BRIDGE, partnered school communities develop the capacity to explore areas and issues of mutual interest and become catalysts for change in local, regional and global contexts. Based on people-to-people links, BRIDGE provides the next generation of leaders with innovative ways to share ideas and learn from each other.

ABOUT:

Operated since 2008
Grown to include 11 COUNTRIES
Established 330 SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS across the region
Expansion into CAMBODIA, LAOS, MYANMAR & JAPAN BY 2018

It’s our ambition to partner 2000 schools across the Asia region by 2020.

PROGRAM:

BRIDGE involves ongoing professional learning that supports teachers to be globally competent and Asia capable through school partnerships:

Joint professional learning
In-country school visit and homestay from Asian partners
Establish and implement collaboration plan
Professional learning for reciprocal visit
Cycle of self-managed partnership and ongoing network support for best practice

Understanding ones own cultural traditions, values and beliefs and engaging with the experiences and ideas of others, is a prerequisite to becoming responsible local and global citizens.

330 Schools in Australia
16 Schools in Brunei
29 Schools in Cambodia
20 Schools in Laos
8 Schools in Malaysia
16 Schools in Myanmar
36 Schools in Philippines
164 Schools in South Korea
29 Schools in Thailand
9 Schools in Vietnam
36 Schools in Indonesia

OUTCOMES:

Teachers have indicated that students who have participated in BRIDGE have demonstrated the following learning outcomes:

67% strengthened their ICT skills
10% strengthened intercultural understanding
92% expanded their knowledge and awareness of the histories, geographies, literatures, arts and cultures of their partner country
68% strengthened their language skills and had real-life applications for use and practice

BRIDGE STUDENT OUTCOMES

97% strengthened intercultural understanding
71% reported increased student engagement in language classes

BRIDGE TEACHER OUTCOMES

95% expanded their knowledge and awareness of the histories, geographies, literatures, arts and cultures of their partner country
83% improved their second language proficiency
81% strengthened their ICT skills

BRIDGE IN ACTION:

— Year 6 students from North Sydney Demonstration School, NSW collaborated with students from the Primary School at Shandong Normal University to cook a Chinese meal and document the recipe in Chinese.

— After Bribie Island State High School in Queensland introduced a penpal program to support language learning with partner school Madrasah Aliyah Negeri (MAN) 2 in West Nusa Tenggara, enrolments for Indonesian increased by 50%.

— Students from Canberra Grammar ACT and their peers at Yothinburana School, Bangkok, have exchanged Tellagamis about collaborative science experiments, sharing findings with each other.

— Year 7 students at John Paul College QLD made candles, bath bombs and foods using native Australian ingredients for their peers at Sunsim Middle School, Gyungsang, South Korea, who reciprocated with short films and knowledge hunts on Korean culture.

Explore BRIDGE school partnerships in action: http://tinyurl.com/p8a9k2v

APPLICATIONS:

2018 Applications are now open for ASEAN and Indonesia - Apply today!

Applications are now open for 2018:
To find out more and apply online, visit: asiaeducation.edu.au/bridge
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